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Innovation Union calls for a refocusing of R&D and innovation policy towards the challenges facing our
society such as climate change, health and demographic change. The Innovation Partnerships on Healthy
Ageing, as part of the Innovation Union initiative, is intended to create a coordinated effort to increase
investment, fast-track necessary regulation and use public procurement strategically to ensure that
breakthrough innovations are brought to market.

The Digital Agenda for Europe principally relates to improving access to high speed Internet infrastructure,
but includes deployment and usage of eHealth solutions.

European Platform against Poverty is an initiative that aims to identify ways to ensure better access
to healthcare and ensure adequate income support.

Europe2020 three flagship initiatives significant for medical device SMEs:

European 2020 strategy underlines the importance of SMEs in the health sector of European countries
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http://urbact.eu/uploads/tx_projectsresultsdocuments/ESIMeC_Cookbook__2_.pdf
http://urbact.eu/uploads/tx_projectsresultsdocuments/Skills_forecasting_manual_01.pdf
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http://amsterdamsmartcity.com/projects/detail/label/Health-Lab?lang=en






Best practice: The Competence Centres, Tartu

The Competence Centres of Tartu are research organisations focusing on the long-term cooperation
between research institutions and companies. The main aim is to increase the international competitiveness
of companies by facilitating their cooperation with research institutions. In the case of Tartu, the initiative
is funded from the involved universities, the industry (companies involved in the CC) and public sources
(2007-13 structural funds).

The CCs are separate legal entities and the research institutions and the companies are the shareholders.





http://healthcocreation.wordpress.com/












4 Helix approach: In the 4D Cities project it
refers to the Business, Knowledge, Citizens and
Health sectors, as drivers for city development,
with the local government as the promoter.

Biotechnology: Bio-molecular and cellular
processes to create products and technologies
applied to health, energy and food industries.
Currently, there are more than 250 biotechnology
health care products and vaccines available to
patients, many for previously untreatable diseases.
Also has veterinarian and agricultural applications.

Business incubator: Infrastructure and services
to provide support for development of
entrepreneurial companies through an array of
resources and services, developed and
orchestrated by incubator management and
offered both in the incubator and through its
network of contacts. Incubators differ from
research and technology parks in their dedication
to start-up and early-stage companies.

Cluster: Concentration of interconnected
businesses, suppliers, and associated institutions
in a particular sector and a geographical location.
Clusters increase the productivity of companies
by driving innovation in the field and stimulating
new businesses in the same sector. Concentration
of resources and competences give a key position
in a given economic branch of activity with a
decisive sustainable competitive advantage over
other places.
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